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Abstract: This study aims to discover different levels of research shopping behavior among Georgian consumers. It adopted a deductive approach by selecting the relevant models of customer behaviour from past papers and testing them in the Georgian market. In order to find the main themes associated with research shopping, five focus groups were held using exploratory and semi-structured questions. The responses were analyzed on the basis of two main customer motivations, utilitarian and hedonistic, in order to find the roots of each factor in consumer’s minds. The results indicate the important roles factors such as the retail sector, price, immediate product availability and staff training play in research shopping behaviour in the market. This research approaches the shopping motivations in a novel manner by connecting those roots to two other elements which are the retail sector and the nature of the retail outlet.
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Introduction

Research shopping is not a new phenomenon in the retailing industry. It has existed for decades and caused more intense competition among retailers. However, nowadays with the expansion of outlets and retailers finding new channels to offer their products to customers more conveniently, research shopping has become more of a prominent element in the market which urges retailers to develop strategies to counter or to take advantage of the new phenomenon.

One side of research shopping, called show-rooming, has caused more pressure on physical and multi-channel retailers in recent years. Consumers, who inspect the products in the physical store but make their final purchase online, pushed these retailers to find ways to retain or
encourage the opposite behaviour in the market. (Yrjölä, 2014) found at least two-third of mobile owners has engaged in research shopping behaviour in price comparison between online and offline outlets.

In predicting and forming a pattern for research shopping behaviour, it is helpful to note some of the main motivational theories involved in the process. One of the main factors that can sway customers both ways, in show-rooming or web-rooming directions, are utilitarian motivations associated with the immediate product availability of physical stores according to (Herring et al., 2014) as well as personal services of the brick-and-mortar firms with face-to-face salespeople suggested by (Rigby, 2011). As opposed to the convenience and speed of online purchases as well as a broader merchandise mix of online platforms compared to physical stores noted by (Sahney et al., 2013).

Meanwhile, the Hedonic view of customers' research shopping behaviour, found by Sahney, considers the gratification of excitement, social gatherings and escapism as main factors pushing customers to switch to physical stores and treat the shopping experience as an event. While, perceived innovativeness of online retailers, fewer obligations and more control over the purchase process and lack of peer and social pressure can act as Hedonic motivators for customers to switch to online retailers.

Review of literature

(Nesar and Sabir, 2016) offered the roots of research shopping behaviour in the factors that push customers to switch between different channels. The results point to the importance of in-store discounts and promotion strategy as well as return policy in customers switching to physical stores. Meanwhile, the convenience of online shopping and 24 hour availability of these outlets encourages show-rooming behaviour. Thus, these factors need to be raised and evaluated for the customers in the Georgian market to clarify their importance and attitudes towards these switching roots.

Other factors which contribute to the increase in research shopping behaviour in customers are summarised by (Menon and Kahn, 2002). The study indicates factors such as reviews and ratings, paving the way for switching outlets since they act as reassurances for customers by presenting how their peers perceive the product. Additionally, customers engage in research shopping behaviour in order to avoid post-purchase dissonance.

Meanwhile, one element that can work both ways in shaping customer research shopping behaviour is the efficiency of salespeople. According to (Rapp et al., 2015), if the retailer's salespeople are not trained and customer service is not designed properly, it can positively impact the increase in research shopping behaviour. However, well-trained staff that are equipped with skills to retain and create a comfortable atmosphere for the customers, negatively affect that growth in show-rooming behaviour and hence assist less volatility for the retailer in sales levels in each outlet.

Furthermore, (Nesar and Bin Sabir, 2016) categorised research shoppers and found in addition to price-sensitive customers and exploiters in the market, who are more likely to conduct show-rooming or web-rooming behaviour, whom can be controlled by high-low pricing on the retailer's part, these are another category of shoppers classified as Savvy. For this class of shopper, experience is the most important element. They consider shopping a pass time and therefore are more likely to treat research shopping as a recreational exercise rather than a purely economic practice. The roots and logic behind this category are further examined in the interviews in this study.

Although the nature and attitude of the customer in research shopping behaviour can be classified by the products as well, as (Wu et al., 2015) pointed out, there are some categories of products, classified as non-show rooming products, in which research shopping does not yield many benefits to consumers. Categories such as shopping behaviour in pharmaceuticals and personal hygiene are more rooted in brand loyalty and speciality of the store. Hence, sunk costs for consumers outweigh the benefit from show-rooming behaviour. These products will be examined further with Georgian customers in this study.

Meanwhile, the degree of research shopping behaviour can be traced to customers’ generic characteristics as well. Brown and Friedman and (Taran, 2013) mentioned the type of customers, who tend to conduct show-rooming and web-rooming behaviour, is more likely to be younger, educated and urban. Naturally, in order to conduct research shopping and more specifically web-rooming, one must be familiar with how to search for the product on the internet and find different retailers and prices. Hence a minimum knowledge of the internet and retailers’ websites are necessary for research shopping behaviour. This factor influences the sampling of this study since respondents who can participate in this study need to be familiar with the behaviour so they can be
examined in their motivations and reactions to retailers’ policies.

Furthermore, customer’s attitudes and perceptions can play another role in dampening the show-rooming behaviour. According to (Gensler et al., 2017), longer delivery times associated with online purchases as well as the cost of online search negatively affects show-rooming behaviour. In this case, when customers perceive the time and effort to research products online to be high, they tend to purchase in physical stores and are less likely to exhibit show-rooming behaviour. Simultaneously, consumers are required to wait for delivery of the product in online purchases, and therefore, the immediate product availability of physical stores encourages them to purchase from brick-and-mortar firms. This can cause less show-rooming behaviour; however, it may result in web-rooming behaviour among customers.

Countermeasures

One way to counter the behaviour in customers, suggested by (Zhang et al. 2018), is utilising sunk costs of consumers to retain them in the physical outlet and prevent switching. Naturally, for consumers whose sole purpose of visiting the physical store is show-rooming, it can be a difficult process. However, for consumers who switch causally between outlets, sunk costs such as travel, time and effort costs. Hence, by high-low pricing and proper use of promotions, retailers can enable their physical outlet to retain more customers and prevent switching.

There are other factors influencing the extent of research shopping behaviour among consumers. One of these elements can be found in the retail sector. Medium to high involvement products such as clothing and electronics involve more switching behaviour. Other factors that can negatively affect the show-rooming behaviour of customers are explored by (Mehra et al., 2017). His findings indicate that brick-and-mortar firms have two main ways to correct the show-rooming behaviour and direct it to their advantage. One short-term element proposed is price matching, which enables multi-channel retailers to compete with the fast-changing and low prices of online retailers. His long-term factor is in the merchandise mix where the store specialises in-store brands or private labels, which results in more exclusivity for a retailer’s brand.

Hence, the effect of price matching and product assortments in the physical stores should be evaluated in the Georgian market. The extent to which these factor influence customers in the country to purchase and repurchase products in a retailer with the following characteristics can contribute to the understanding of consumer behaviour in the market.

Another element which circles back to the product assortment factor in finding the roots and countermeasures in show-rooming behaviour is the differentiation process in multi-channel retailers. (Gu and Tayi, 2016) suggest a model of horizontal product differentiation in the physical store and online outlet of an Omni-channel retailer.

His findings indicate the importance of exclusivity in merchandise mix in each outlet of the multi-channel retailer. In this case, if a customer encounters horizontally differentiated products in each outlet and does not have a precise frame of reference for show-rooming behaviour. He/she is less likely to exercise research shopping behaviour and continue with one of the outlets of a specific retailer.

Moreover, there is a broader and more complicated role for companies in today’s market in pricing their products and services. (Wang and Wright, 2015) suggest based on the sector in which the firm operates and the number of platforms it offers its products and services it can take two main approaches in pricing to counter show-rooming and web-rooming behaviour. Naturally, with so many online platforms such as Amazon or eBay as well as multi-channel and physical retailers, companies have virtually global platforms to sell their products.

Hence, Wang proposed a wider price parity for specific products with global equilibrium prices and narrow price parity for products with regional significance. As an example, narrow product parity can be more useful in the hotel and accommodation sector where firms keep prices on global platforms such as Booking.com on the same level as their direct outlets. The effects and attitudes of Georgian customers toward different levels of price parity are explored more in this study through interviews.

Some aspects of research shopping behaviour can be traced back to the essence of the actions customers take to conduct the exercise. According to (Lou et al., 2014), the level of perceived behavioural control over the act of research shopping affects how often customers practice the task. Naturally, Lou’s finding can be helpful for multi-channel retailers with physical stores since customers perceive greater control over web-rooming behaviour due to the fact that it does not require any interaction with salespeople or travel costs.

Moreover, another factor that works in favour of brick-and-mortar firms in counteracting the show-rooming behaviour is defined by (Venkatesan et al., 2007). Their study indicates a high level of
immediate product availability in physical stores negatively affect switching behaviour among consumers. Since customers do not have to wait to examine or consume products when shopping at physical retailers, they are less likely to conduct show-rooming behaviour. However, it does not reduce the chance of web-rooming behaviour and mostly applies to customers who have little urgency in their purchase.

Not only measures such as control and promotions contribute to reducing research shopping behaviour, but some elements in the attitude of the new generation of consumers assist this process. (Donnelly and Scaff, 2013) suggest 84% of the millennial generation in the United States prefer shopping in department stores with high brand loyalty. Naturally, this attitude can be helpful in countering the level of research shopping behaviour.

As can be observed, research shopping is a broad subject with many variables involved which affect the exercise from different angles. Two main aspects of research shopping are show-rooming, which tends to negatively affect the sales of brick-and-mortar firms who emphasize their physical stores more than their online outlets and web-rooming, which tends to affect online retailers negatively.

Customers’ motivations for each aspect differ in some parts due to deviations in the nature of show-rooming to web-rooming. Therefore, this study aims to discover the attitudes and opinions of customers in Georgia on research shopping in general and their motivations for the decision-making process in the subject matter. Furthermore, the study attempts to discover customer's attitudes towards show-rooming and web-rooming and find whether Georgian consumers have different incentives for conducting each one of these exercises. Moreover, how the attitudes of the customers in the country changes to each one of the countermeasures that the retailers take to combat research shopping will be examined. Hence, a qualitative method is employed to explore these attitudes towards research shopping as well as investigating customers’ responses to retailers’ policies for reducing the practice.

Methodology

This study intends to explore customer attitude and motivations for research shopping through a largely deductive method. The framework is formed based on past literature, which categorizes the motivations customers around the world have for research shopping and presenting the framework to Georgian customer to find out their opinion concerning the process.

Since the research intends to discover the roots and attitudes of customers, a qualitative method is employed to investigate these elements on both emotional and rational levels for Georgian consumers. Hence, five focus groups are set up to encourage customers to participate in the discussions.

In order to test the validity and reliability of the study, a saturation method was utilised which meant starting each focus group with a few exploratory questions about the act of research shopping and allowing the respondents to freely express their thoughts and attitudes toward the phenomenon. It paved the way for researchers, to not only find whether there were any more elements to motivate customers to engage in research shopping behaviour than the factors reviewed in past literature, but also to find when the focus groups reach saturation points and no longer yield new elements in consumer attitudes.

Moreover, according to (Powell and Single, 1996) for most studies, one to ten focus groups of 90 to 120 minutes is enough to cover most themes in a subject before saturation. Guest et al., 2017) suggested three to six focus groups of shorter time periods for covering 90% of topics in a subject before replicating the same information. In this study, five focus groups were held to cover more customers with different backgrounds and attitudes from the age range to socio-economic classes as well as including residents of other countries living in Georgia. This allowed the study to cover the topic from different angles.

Structurally, apart from exploratory questions, the second part of the focus groups was dedicated to a semi-structured method in which the respondents were asked to express their opinions about the elements and motivations in research shopping which the researchers reviewed in past literature. This part allowed the authors to go deeper into the attitudes of Georgian consumers for each of the elements discussed in the framework. The questions were mostly open-ended in both exploratory and semi-structured parts to persuade respondents to express their opinion as freely as possible.

The sampling was a purposeful cluster, which meant the consumers were chosen from urban areas from the millennial generation. The reason behind the sampling was to interview customers who have access to the internet and are able to place orders online with local and international retailers.
Since Georgian consumers in small towns and villages do not have access to international retailers, they are largely unable to complete the act of show-rooming efficiently. Hence, urban consumers who can place orders online and receive the products they ordered are the main focus of this study. Moreover, the younger generation in Georgia was another main concern for the authors since they are the principal users of the internet in the country and simultaneously familiar with the process of exploring different domestic and international online retailers was an important factor as well. According to (Geostat, 2018), 93% of the population between 15 to 29 years old used the internet in Georgia in three months leading up to July 2018 as opposed to 21% of the population 60 years and older. Additionally, the same data shows more than 75% of residents in urban areas used the internet during that period, and the percentage is higher for Tbilisi alone. However, when it comes to actually purchase goods and services online, the numbers decline, which indicates the potential the market has for growing the online retailing sector. During the same period leading up to July 2018, more than 31% of customers aged 15 to 29 placed orders for goods and services online and the number drops down to 17% for customers aged 30 to 59 and finally to only 5% for customers older than 60. It emphasises the importance of the age range in online shopping and hence the ability to conduct research shopping in general.

Finally, the framework which the semi-structured questions are based on is shown below: Variables discussed in the focus groups were divided into utilitarian motivations for show-rooming, such as the price and availability of online outlets, as well as web-rooming product inspection and return policy. On the other hand, hedonistic motivations for show-rooming which mostly refers to innovation and riding the online trend as well as web-rooming motivations which mostly traces its roots back to trust and ease of mind among customers based on the fact that they are able to interact with the retailer directly were discussed. The structure of the focus groups was a more flexible one since the first group were asked about the variables in past literature and with each subsequent group the questions became more comprehensive since the responses of the last group created more detailed topics for the next discussion.

**Findings**

The investigation into research shopping indicated a number of interesting factors which motivate the consumers to conduct show-rooming or web-rooming. One way in which all participants were aligned was in whether they conduct research shopping. All participants have done either show-rooming or web-rooming at some point.

One of the recurring responses for web-rooming was a physical inspection. This utilitarian motivator revealed itself in responses for mostly high-involvement products such as in the clothing or electronic sectors. This positive motivator for physical stores can be found clearly in one of the responses: "I can touch the product and check how fit it is for me, and I can clearly identify whether this shirt is going to suit me or not". It can also represent itself as a discouragement (negative motivator) from the other side of the spectrum with distrust in online retailers as another participant explained: "I do not trust online products because I cannot physically try the product." Either way, it yields the same result, which means it encourages consumers to stay with the physical stores or conduct web-rooming before making the final purchase at a brick-and-mortar retailer.

Another factor reviewed in other papers concerning show-rooming and the ways to prevent it was utilising travel costs. Consumers in the Georgian market had a more sophisticated view of travel costs based on the culture and infrastructure of the country, specifically in the capital, Tbilisi. On the one hand, some respondents were not concerned about the travel costs and did not find it a factor which can prevent research shopping behaviour. The reason for that, as one participant declared is: "(Travel) cost is not that important because in Georgia there are short distances to shops, so you will not complain I have already use all my expenses to come here.

A more calculating response regarding travel costs was given by another respondent "We can approach it more economically. Like if I already spent 2 hours on it, but it gives me 80 dollars difference online, then I will". However, there were other participants who indicated travel costs could hedonistically affect their decision-making process. One participant who belongs to this group, stated, regarding clothes shopping: "After walking so much and trying to select at the end, I would just get a simple top and get out because I cannot go out empty-handed".

Some motivators balanced each other out and could not be considered a factor in pushing consumers to online or physical outlets. An example
of that was the way 24 hours availability of online stores, which was regarded as a positive element by the respondent, is offset by long delivery times of online retailers in the country. As one respondent explained how sometimes urgent need for a product could push consumers to place orders on online outlets, however, long delivery times in Georgia render the availability of online retailers pointless in those cases with utilitarian urgency for purchase: "Sometimes, it happens. I will have an important venue next day, so I need to buy clothes" later adding "And it takes ages for them to deliver... they are not even coming to the proper location".

On the other hand, some factors such as privacy issues which are thought to affect the image of online retailers in the literature and specifically in developed countries today, are not as relevant in the Georgian market as of yet. The concern for theft of personal information and credit card numbers by hackers was dismissed as too general and was thought of as more a banking issue. Furthermore, Big data and targeted advertisements were considered a benefit of online outlets rather than a concern as one stated: "It must be there. I prefer to have that... they are making personalised ads for you, it is rather a service for us".

In the case of customer service and sales techniques, consumers distinguished their responses based on the level of involvement in some cases as one declared: "If I have the option to leave the shop like buying Coca Cola then I will. But if I am buying a mobile phone or something and I have chosen it and liked it, and somebody is rude then I will not let them spoil my purchase because I wanted it so I can go and speak to the manager ".

Another concurring issue with customer service was aggressive sales techniques, as one respondent explains: "Sometimes they try hard selling and putting pressure on you so it can cause me not to go around and inspect products in-store".

On the other side of the spectrum, some participants found a proper customer service a motivator in their purchases in physical stores, which prevented them from show-rooming as one asserted: "Sometimes I do not have anything to buy I just want to window shop, but they are coming with smiles like what do you want to try on this is beautiful... and I will be forced just to swipe my credit card and pay for something".

One of the elements which contain both utilitarian and hedonistic roots that affect the consumer decision-making process is the immediate product availability of physical stores. On the utilitarian side, one participant described the motivator in the context of purchasing pharmaceutical products: "Like if I need anything which is important for my health, I immediately go and buy it. I do not want to wait".

On the hedonistic side, there were respondents who explained how instant gratification affect their purchasing decisions and prevent show-rooming. On other sectors, especially in services, switching behaviour in restaurants or the pub is the price disparity among different outlets. Naturally, many of the participants admitted they would like to purchase products at lower prices when they are comparing them with online availability of products.
prices, and were willing to switch outlets to find low prices.

In some instances with utilitarian roots, respondents were willing to forego physical inspections of products such as clothing in favour of low prices offered by online retailers. Now only the low prices of online retailers increased show-rooming behaviour, but it can prevent some respondents from switching from one online retailer to another. However, it is applicable to products with low margins as another respondent described her shopping pattern about physical inspection concerns in the clothing sector: "No, because I do not order very expensive clothes online, so it is ok for me".

However, on a more hedonistic level, some respondents were more conscious about the value for the money they spend rather than purely low prices. This view can be best explained in one of the responses: "I do not want to feel fooled. You gave me this swoosh (referring to the Nike logo) on my shoe, and I should pay 80 dollars more, I do not care about the swoosh (referring to the Nike Logo) I need the shoe" when asked whether the product value is the primary factor in his selection of retailers to purchase from he replied. "Yes, so it is not about the money".

Participants did not show great concern about other variables discussed in past literature. As an example, innovation as a hedonistic motivation for shopping online was not a concern among Georgian customers. As for return policy, respondents based their answers on the case by case basis, even though they generally agreed returning defective products to physical stores might be more convenient than the typical return policy of online outlets where the customer is required to mail the product to the retailer and wait for a refund or a new product.

Respondents exhibited slightly different reactions regarding shopping motivations based on nationality as well. For instance, Georgians were not as concerned about customer service quality in physical stores as foreign residents living in the country. It may be a result of Georgian customers being habituated to the culture and customer services in Georgia, while foreign residents constantly contrast their shopping experience in the country with their country of origin. The same ethnocentric view was revealed in delivery times, where foreign residents were more critical of long delivery times by online retailers than Georgian customers.

Table 1. Summary of the findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencing factors</th>
<th>Hedonistic aspect</th>
<th>Utilitarian aspect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical inspection of products</td>
<td>Negatively affects web--rooming (decreases show-rooming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Negatively affects web--rooming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel costs</td>
<td>Negatively affects show-rooming</td>
<td>Positively affects show-rooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working hours (24 hours availability of online retailers)</td>
<td>Positively affects web-rooming (increases web-rooming)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy and security</td>
<td>Positively affects web-rooming</td>
<td>In case of personalized advertisements it negatively affects web-rooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service quality</td>
<td>Balanced services negatively affects show-rooming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate product availability (for customers seeking instant gratification)</td>
<td>Negatively affects show-rooming (in emergency purchases)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed of reservations (for the service sector)</td>
<td>Negatively affects show-rooming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word of mouth</td>
<td>Negatively affects both show/ web -- rooming</td>
<td>Negatively affects both show/ web -- rooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brand loyalty</td>
<td>Negatively affects both show/ web -- rooming</td>
<td>Negatively affects both show/ web -- rooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of product involvement</td>
<td>Positively affects show- rooming (increases it for high involvement products)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price (in the case of price parity)</td>
<td>Negatively affects show-rooming (in case of price parity)</td>
<td>Negatively affects show-rooming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Theoretical implications

There are few studies done on consumer behavior in the Georgian market and this study is one of the first ones which go into details on the subject. The phenomenon of online shopping is developing and growing in the country and therefore this paper can assist other researchers to find a foundation to explore this area of the market.

Furthermore, this study contributes to other models discovered by other researchers globally with regards to utilitarian and hedonic motivations by linking those shopping patterns to show-rooming and web-rooming phenomena. For instance this study confirms the findings (Sarkar, 2011) indicating the importance of a physical inspection in web-rooming behaviour.

As can be observed in the study, the factors discussed are not one dimensional and they mostly have both roots in utilitarian and hedonic purchases. Hence, this paper can assist in creating multi-dimensional models for different shopping patterns in today’s market concerning online and offline retail outlets. As an example, this research finds the importance of online service quality, which was studied by (Homsud and Chaveesuk, 2014), on both utilitarian and hedonic shopping values specially in hotel and accommodation where the lack of trust can negatively affect customer satisfaction.

Our results indicate some similarity in terms of ethnocentric attitudes discussed by (Kucukemioglu, 1997) where aspects such as online delivery times and customer service in physical stores were viewed differently among Georgian consumers and foreign residents in the country. However, it differed from Kucukemioglu’s study, which indicated that Turkish customers with ethnocentric tendencies tend to purchase Turkish products. In this aspect Georgian customers were not as concerned about purchasing local products and in some instances they regarded imported goods as having a higher quality.

In addition, our findings determined that Georgian customers can be mostly classified as cosmopolitan consumers regarding their preferred brand and retailers similar to (Shimp and Sharma, 1987; Zeugner-Roth et al., 2015) classification. Ethnocentrism was not apparent in their choice of products; although, in some miniscule ways Georgian customers differed from foreign residents in that they had more favourable views regarding the quality of services provided by online and offline retailers in the country.

Finally, this research attempts to link the retail sector to research shopping behavior through the lenses of utilitarian and hedonistic views. This can illustrate how those shopping patterns branch out in customer’s minds and as a result assist in finding a forecasting model for customer behavior in each retail sector. Due to the qualitative nature of this study, a more complicated picture is given by respondents on their values. For instance, this paper found in some retail sectors, such as food and groceries, customer satisfaction and the repurchasing intention is linked to brand loyalty. It is a point of departure from (Dehghana et al., 2015) research which found no significant effect between those variables in Tehran (Iran). Meanwhile, this study confirms the findings of (Nili et al., 2013) which emphasized the role of both utilitarian and hedonic values that consumers assign to online retailers.

Practical implications

Further implications of this study can be useful for managerial teams in the retail sector. Managers can utilize this research to find a balance in staff training in order to avoid show-rooming behavior in their offline outlets while preventing salespersons over-engagement with customers which can result in reduced walk-ins.

Another contribution of this study is detailing customer’s attitudes towards online and offline stores with regards to product category, speed of delivery and location. Consequently, it can assist managers in product segmentation and optimizing the distance of offline outlets from customer’s homes and work places. In this regard, this paper finds similar themes with (Rintamäkia and Kirvesb, 2017) researching U.S, Japan and Finland on the importance of segmentation and nature of outlet in the retail industry and its influence on customer values.

Moreover, the paper compliments the findings of (Çala, and Adams, 2014) for the Georgian market. Their findings stressed the importance of utilitarian values of Turkish consumers, meanwhile this research found similar themes with Georgian consumers as well as new themes on their hedonic views.

Lastly, opinions expressed in this study reveal more sophisticated attitudes towards pricing in the retail sector. It enables managers to design their pricing and promotions based on a more complex platform by considering the utilitarian and hedonic views of consumers towards prices.
Conclusion and recommendation

As can be observed, there is a number of factors which can sway consumers in their interchanging behaviour to either physical stores or online outlets. Leveraging these factors can assist retailers in reducing the research shopping behaviour among Georgian customers. Some of these elements, such as immediate product availability of physical retailers, can be leveraged in both utilitarian and hedonistic manners. Meanwhile, some of the benefits of online retailers such as 24 hours availability was weighed down by the lack of proper customer service and long delivery processes.

The study suggests leveraging lower prices, reducing delivery times and developments in certain sectors such as hotel and accommodation for online outlets in order to increase their growth and reduce web-rooming. Simultaneously, physical stores can decrease show-rooming by leveraging their benefits from enabling customers to inspect the product to optimising sales techniques and customer services, engaging in low-involvement products and as previously mentioned, immediate product availability.

For future research, the authors recommend a quantitative study on these factors in the Georgian market so the effect of each one of the elements discussed in this study can be empirically measured. Furthermore, during the inspection, the authors realised web-rooming is more common than show-rooming in the Georgian market, and hence another recommendation is to study web-rooming behaviour in more detail, alone, in both utilitarian and hedonistic levels.
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